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We used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to map the
cortical representations of executed reaching, observed reaching, and
imagined reaching in humans. Whereas previous studies have mostly
examined hand actions related to grasping, hand–object interactions,
or local finger movements, here we were interested in reaching only (i.e.
the transport phase of the hand to a particular location in space),
without grasping. We hypothesized that mirror neuron areas specific to
reaching-related representations would be active in all three conditions.
An overlap between executed, observed, and imagined reaching
activations was found in dorsal premotor cortex as well as in the
superior parietal lobe and the intraparietal sulcus, in accord with our
hypothesis. Activations for observed reaching were more dorsal than
activations typically reported in the literature for observation of hand–
object interactions (grasping). Our results suggest that the mirror
neuron system is specific to the type of hand action performed, and that
these fronto-parietal activations are a putative human homologue of the
neural circuits underlying reaching in macaques. The parietal activations reported here for executed, imagined, and observed reaching are
also consistent with previous functional imaging studies on planned
reaching and delayed pointing movements, and extend the proposed
localization of human reach-related brain areas to observation as well
as imagery of reaching.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Despite the long tradition of studying space perception from a
purely visual perspective, recent research has revealed that motor
actions are a key part of space perception. Interactions with the
world, such as through eye and hand movements, contribute to a
representation of space that is not just visual, but also motor. Mirror
neurons for hand actions are one example of such visuomotor
representations.
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Electrophysiological studies in macaques have identified several
frontal areas involved in hand action representations (Preuss et al.,
1996; Muakkassa and Strick, 1979; Matelli and Luppino, 2001;
Rizzolatti et al., 1988). For instance, both dorsal premotor cortex
(PMd, or F2 and F7) and ventral premotor cortex (PMv, or F4 and
F5) contain arm/hand representations that are specific to certain
motor actions, such as grasping or reaching (Matelli and Luppino,
2001). More specifically, neurons that respond to both hand action
execution (e.g. grasping) and hand action observation (e.g. observed grasping) have been found in macaque ventral premotor area
F5 (for a review, see Rizzolatti and Craighero, 2004; Rizzolatti et al.,
1996a; Buccino et al., 2004a). These “mirror neurons” suggest an
observation–execution matching system that allows monkeys to
recognize actions performed by other individuals by mapping them
onto their own motor representations.
Mirror neurons have also been studied in macaque parietal
cortex, in particular in the inferior parietal lobule (Fogassi et al.,
1998). Their presence in the parietal lobe is in accord with the
many hand/arm motor representations found in monkey parietal
cortex, such as the anterior intraparietal area (AIP), which deals
with grasping and object manipulation, the medial intraparietal
area (MIP), which controls arm movements during reaching, and
other arm-related parietal areas, such as areas V6A, 5, and 7
(Johnson et al., 1996; Stepniewska et al., 2005; Fattori et al., 2001;
Galletti et al., 1997; Andersen and Buneo, 2002; Buneo et al.,
2002; Ferraina et al., 2001; Kalaska, 1996; Battaglia-Mayer et al.,
2000; Culham and Kanwisher, 2001). These parietal areas have
specific premotor targets: distinct parieto-frontal neural circuits
have been found in the macaque brain for grasping (AIP–F5), and
reaching (MIP/V6A–F2vr), for instance (Matelli and Luppino,
2001).
Over the last few years, functional imaging studies in humans
have begun to explore mirror neuron activations for hand actions in
humans (for a review, see Grèzes and Decety, 2001; Decety and
Grèzes, 1999; Buccino et al., 2004a). Investigation of the mirrorneuron system in humans has mainly focused on the involvement
of ventral premotor cortex and the inferior frontal gyrus (Broca's
area), an area thought to be the human homologue of macaque F5
(Rizzolatti et al., 1996a).
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Several human neuroimaging studies have investigated observation of grasping or of object manipulation (Grafton et al., 1996a;
Binkofski et al., 1999; Buccino et al., 2001; Johnson-Frey et al.,
2003; Molnar-Szakacs et al., 2006; Tai et al., 2004; Grèzes et al.,
2003). Other studies have compared grasping observation with
grasping execution or imitation (Rizzolatti et al., 1996b; Grèzes et
al., 2003; Hamzei et al., 2003; see also a neuromagnetic study by
Nishitani and Hari, 2000), observation versus imitation of simple
finger movements (Iacoboni et al., 1999), or observation versus
execution of more complex finger movements, such as playing
guitar strings (Buccino et al., 2004b). In addition to execution and
observation of hand actions, mental simulation (imagery) of hand
actions, such as imagined grasping, has also been investigated
(Grafton et al., 1996a; Grèzes and Decety, 2001). Finally, there is
also a literature on observation of pantomimes and planning of tool
use (Decety et al., 1997; Johnson-Frey et al., 2005) as well as
execution of pantomimes (e.g. pantomimed grasping compared to
actual grasping, and pantomimed reaching to touch an object compared to actual reaching to touch an object; Króliczak et al., 2007).
The majority of these studies involve hand–object interactions,
whether through prehension, touching of an object, or preshaping of
the hand during a pantomimed interaction with a missing object. In
other cases precise, local, finger movement that is limited to the
hand was studied, such as finger lifting (Iacoboni et al., 1999). A
majority of these studies have found activations in ventral premotor/
inferior frontal cortex as well as in the inferior parietal lobe. The
frontal activations included Broca's area, the putative human
homologue of macaque F5, in most cases. In some cases, the
superior parietal lobe, precuneus, and the intraparietal sulcus were
also involved, with greater activations in the hemisphere contralateral to the moving hand. Typically studies that involve less of a
transport phase in both observation and execution conditions (e.g.
Rizzolatti et al., 1996b, where only the final phase of the hand
grasping an object was viewed) find activations in the inferior
frontal gyrus and the inferior parietal lobule, but not the superior
parietal lobule. Tasks that involve a greater transport phase (e.g.
Hamzei et al., 2003, where a cup was grasped and moved from the
lap to the mouth; Grafton et al., 1996b; Culham et al., 2003) do
activate the superior parietal lobule. It is unclear, however, why
some studies report superior parietal activations and others do not.
Whereas a number of these studies have focused on hand actions
that involve hand preshaping (e.g. during grasping or pantomimed
grasping) or precise local hand movements (whether an object is
present or not), less is known about which brain areas are involved
in the execution, observation, and imagery of hand actions that do
not involve object-directed movement, local finger configurations,
or touching of an object. For instance, it is unknown if just the
transport phase of the hand through space, such as during reaching,
activates its own set of mirror neurons during execution, observation, and imagery of reaching. In other words, few studies have
investigated whether mirror neuron activations change with hand
actions in accordance to the fronto-parietal neural circuits identified
in macaques, with AIP–F5 representing grasping-related actions,
and MIP–F2vr representing reaching-related actions. Are there
mirror neuron activations for reaching (without grasping or
touching) in humans, and how do they compare to mirror neuron
activations for grasping, hand–object interactions, or smaller finger
movements such as finger lifting? Reaching movements are different from the aforementioned hand actions in that only a transport
phase of the hand is required, where preshaping of the hand for
appropriate hand–object interactions or even touching is not

necessary. For reaching, extraction of the visual properties of the
object is not necessary; instead, the hand and arm need guided
toward the appropriate point in space, regardless of what is located
at that point in space. Buccino et al. (2001) found a somatotopic
organization for observation of movements performed with different effectors (hand, mouth, or foot) in both premotor and parietal
cortex. This suggests multiple mirror neuron systems in the human
brain, dependent on the particular effector with which an action is
performed. It remains unclear whether there is a similar systematic
differentiation between mirror neuron activations for different types
of hand movements, e.g. between reaching movements, and hand–
object interactions (including touching) or grasping movements.
Observation of static images depicting object prehension versus
observation of images depicting object touching results in an
increase in activation in bilateral inferior frontal gyrus, suggesting
that the less hand–object interaction (touching instead of grasping),
the less involvement of the inferior frontal gyrus (Johnson-Frey et
al., 2003). It remains unknown whether observation of reaching
without touching of an object is similar to this static image observation task, in terms of not activating the inferior frontal gyrus.
Likewise, it remains unknown which other brain areas, outside
Broca's area or premotor cortex, are differentially active for reaching observation relative to grasping observation.
Reaching (defined as involving some arm transport as opposed
to just hand/finger movements) has been difficult to investigate with
fMRI, due to problems with head motion caused by the moving
hand (see Culham et al., 2006). Typically, fMRI studies have
investigated a proxy for reaching, such as delayed pointing
(Medendorp et al., 2005; Hagler et al., 2007; Connolly et al.,
2003; Astafiev et al., 2003; DeSouza et al., 2000) or using a joystick
cursor to a visual target (e.g. Grefkes et al., 2004; Lacquaniti et al.,
1997). Despite the difficulties, some fMRI studies have investigated
reaching-to-point movements (Kawashima et al., 1996; Frey et al.,
2005, Desmurget et al., 2001), reaching-to-touch (e.g. with the
knuckles) (Culham et al., 2003), or reaching-to-grasp (Chapman et
al., 2002; Frey et al., 2005). Prado et al. (2005) investigated actual
reaching. The activations reported for these tasks typically include
the medial IPS as well as the precuneus, i.e. more medial areas of
the superior parietal lobe. Other activations include the parietooccipital cortex, supplementary motor cortex, and the cingulate
sulcus. In addition, an area located at the junction between the
anterior IPS and the inferior postcentral sulcus, hypothesized to be
the human homologue of AIP (see Frey et al., 2005; Binkofski et al.,
1999), is activated during both grasping and reach-to-point tasks as
well as during some pointing tasks (Culham et al., 2006). This
suggests some overlap between reaching and grasping. Both
grasping and reaching activate the hemisphere contralateral to the
moving hand substantially more than the ipsilateral hemisphere. In
general, activations for reaching tasks tend to be more dorsal and
medial in the parietal lobe (medial to the IPS) compared to object
manipulation. Studies that involve a transport phase of the hand
prior to an executed grasp (e.g. Culham et al., 2003; Grafton et al.,
1996b) tend to find superior parietal activations, whereas studies in
which the transport phase is not present, involving just local
grasping (e.g. Rizzolatti et al., 1996b) tend to find more inferior
parietal activations.
According to Culham et al. (2006), reaching-to-point tasks may
actually involve preshaping the hand as well as calculating object
properties such as the centroid of the shape, and thus may be
different from reaching alone. Similarly, pointing may be expected
to be different from actual reaching. Areas activated by delayed
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pointing activations in humans may thus not be exactly equivalent
to macaque reach-related areas. It is also important to note that
reaching-to-touch an object still represents a hand–object interaction, even if no grasping occurs, and that this task may thus be
different from reaching without touching. Likewise, a grasping
pantomime, or a pantomime in which an object is implied but not
present, also represents an object-directed action: the object is
implicit, and the pantomiming hand is preshaped accordingly. Since
no preshaping of the hand needs to happen in reaching-only,
pantomimed hand–object interactions are still likely to differ from
reaching by activating grasping-related neural circuits.
While several studies have investigated the execution aspect of
grasping or reaching-like hand actions, we are aware of no studies
that have investigated parieto-frontal mirror neurons for reaching
per se. It is thus unknown which brain areas are involved in both
execution of reaching and in observation as well as mental simulation of reaching.
In addition, the majority of previous mirror neuron studies have
compared only two types of conditions at a time, i.e. either execution with observation of hand actions, or observation with
imagery, or execution/imitation with imagery of hand actions (see
Grèzes and Decety, 2001). Since different studies used different
hand actions (e.g. object manipulation or finger tapping) as well as
different objects, it is difficult to draw general conclusions about
which brain areas are involved in all three conditions (action
execution, observation, and imagery) for a particular hand action. It
is also unclear whether there are differences in activation levels
between observation, imagery, and execution within mirror neuron
areas—for instance, whether observing a hand action is more
potent at driving mirror neurons than imagining the same hand
action.
Here, we compare execution of visually-guided reaching (i.e.
reaching directly towards visually presented targets without the use
of a mirror) with observed as well as imagined reaching in the same
experiment. Since our task involves no explicit touching or grasping
of objects, and therefore no preshaping of the hand to match a
viewed object shape, mirror neuron activations for observation as
well as imagery of reaching should involve more of the reachrelated substrates than hand manipulation-related substrates.
Methods
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Fig. 1. Stimuli used in the experiment. (a) The four shapes used as visual
stimuli. Each shape was photographed from five different angles, yielding a
total of 20 stimulus images. (b) Still frame from the observation of reaching
video, used in the observed reaching condition. A human hand is seen
reaching towards one of the shapes. (c) Example trial during either executed
or imagined reaching, or passive viewing of objects (baseline). The subject's
task was indicated beforehand with a message.

Participants
Sixteen subjects (ten males) participated in this experiment (age
range 19–48). One subject was discarded due to excessive head
motion. All subjects were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Human subjects' approval was obtained
from the UCSD Institutional Review Board. All subjects gave
informed consent.
Stimuli
The stimuli used were photographs of abstract wooden shapes
on a black background (see Figs. 1a and c), with five different views
taken per shape. The abstract shapes served as targets for the reach,
imagined reach, or passive viewing. We chose abstract shapes in
order to 1) prevent object recognition/verbalizing, as in the case of
common objects such as pens, cups, bananas, etc., and 2) to motivate the reach, since naturalistic reaching usually occurs towards
objects rather than simple dots in space. In all photographs, lighting

was held constant (always from the top left), thus giving the objects
a three-dimensional appearance.
In addition, video clips of an actor's right hand reaching towards
the same abstract wooden shapes (see Fig. 1b) were recorded with a
digital camera and edited in Final Cut Pro (version 3.9). The video
clips served as stimuli in the observed reaching condition. The hand
was seen slowly reaching towards the objects on a black background, with the final hand position being just before the grasp.
Only the forearm appeared in all frames. Lighting was as in the
photographs. The objects in the video clips used in the observed
reaching condition were slightly smaller than the objects presented
during the reaching, imagined reaching, and fixation conditions.
The video hand was likewise somewhat smaller than subjects'
actual hand, so that as much of the transport phase of the reach was
observable as possible on a small screen.
Stimuli were projected on a screen inside the scanner ∼12 in. in
front of the subject's chin, above their torso, such that the subject
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could directly view the screen without a mirror and reach directly
towards the display without touching the screen. A standard video
projector with a 7.38–12.3″ focal length Xtra Bright Zoom
replacement lens (Buhl Optical, USA) was used to display stimuli
running on a PowerBook (500 MHz G3 running Mac OS X) at
SVGA resolution. The screen was attached with velcro to the
ceiling of the scanner bore. Subjects' heads were tilted forward
towards the screen. This ensured that the reaching movement was as
far as possible from the subject's head to prevent a disturbance of
the magnetic field around the head. In addition, the tilted head
position allowed for direct, i.e. visually guided, reaching. The
starting hand position was the center of the subject's chest.
The object images were presented at constant eccentricity
(∼ 10°) from the central fixation cross at a random polar angle. One
of the five views of one of the four objects was selected randomly
and displayed around the fixation cross. Objects subtended a visual
angle of ∼6°, while the entire display for all conditions subtended a
visual angle of ∼ 35°. Each object was displayed for 4 s, giving
subjects enough time to slowly reach and retract their hand, after
which the next shape appeared immediately. Subjects were
instructed to reach slowly with their open right hand towards the
object images without touching the screen and without closing the
hand. Movement of the elbow was minimized as it was supported
and partially immobilized by foam pads, i.e. subjects mainly moved
their forearm. Subjects maintained fixation during the reach and
throughout the experiment. To prevent head motion, a custom-made
bite-bar was used, consisting of each subject's individual dental
impression attached to an adjustable 4-ball-joint yoke. Additional
foam pads around the head were used to stabilize the head. Prior to
scanning, subjects were trained to reach slowly in a practice session
outside the scanner. In addition, their eye movements were
monitored during these practice reaching trials, to ensure they were
able to reach without visually tracking their hand or saccading to the
targets. All subjects were able to reach accurately while maintaining
fixation on the fixation cross in the center of the screen. Additional
eye tracker data from one subject collected outside the scanner
showed that central fixation was maintained during execution,
observation, and imagery of reaching, as well as during baseline
passive viewing of objects.
Experimental design
A pseudo-random block design was used. Subjects participated
in three experimental conditions and one control condition: 1) actual reaching towards images of objects, 2) observation of reaching
towards the same objects, 3) imagined reaching to the visually displayed objects, and 4) fixation with passive viewing of the objects.
In 1), 3) and 4) the images of wooden shapes described above were
presented randomly around the fixation cross, at fixed eccentricity
and random angle, for 4 s each. In the observed reaching condition
(2), subjects viewed video clips of a human right hand reaching
towards the shapes, while fixating on the central fixation cross,
without moving their hand. The object locations and thus possible
reach directions in the video clips were randomized and matched
the locations of the shapes in the other conditions. For imagined
reaching (3), subjects imagined their right hand moving towards the
objects at the same speed as their actual reach, while fixating on the
central fixation cross. The hand was held stationary on the chest
throughout this condition.
A 2-s message (e.g. “Observe”) at the beginning of each block of
trials indicated to the subject which condition was about to begin.

Each condition was presented for 32 s at a time (block length =
32 s), with each condition being repeated 4 times during an 8 min
32 s run. The order of conditions was pseudo-randomized. Each
subject participated in a minimum of two 8 min 32 s runs.
Image acquisition
Magnetic resonance images were collected with a Varian 3T
MRI scanner using an end-capped 23 cm quadrature head coil
designed and built by Eric Wong (University of California, San
Diego, Center for fMRI). Functional scans were collected using an
echo-planar T2*-weighted gradient echo pulse sequence (28
contiguous axial slices, 3.75 × 3.75 × 3.8 mm voxel size, 64 × 64
matrix, TR = 2000 ms, 258 repetitions per scan, TE = 27.4 ms, flip
angle = 90°, bandwidth = 1950 Hz/pixel). The slice volume included
the entire brain except for the inferior tip of the temporal lobes.
Stimulus presentation began after the first 2 TRs, which were
discarded, to allow the magnetization to reach a steady state. A T1weighted MPRAGE alignment scan (1 × 1 × 2 mm, TR = 16 ms,
TE = 6.6 ms, flip angle = 18°, 256 × 200 matrix) was collected in the
same scanning session to align the functional images to a previously
obtained high-resolution (1 × 1 × 1 mm) T1-weighted MPRAGE
scan collected on a 1.5T Siemens or 3T Varian scanner.
Data processing and statistical analysis
Each subject's cortical surface was reconstructed from the highresolution (1 × 1 × 1 mm) T1-weighted MPRAGE anatomical scan
using FreeSurfer (Fischl et al., 1999a; Dale et al., 1999). The
functional images were superimposed on the alignment scan
(MPRAGE, 1 × 1 × 2 mm resolution) and then registered with the
high-resolution (1 × 1 × 1 mm) anatomical image, allowing for
functional data to be registered with and painted onto each subject's
reconstructed cortical surface. Statistical analyses were carried out
using Analysis of Functional Neuroimages (AFNI) (Cox, 1996).
Motion correction
The functional runs were concatenated, yielding at least 512
TRs per subject, and were corrected for motion artifacts and linear
drift using AFNI's volreg (volume registration) function, in which
all functional images were registered to the middle of the second
functional run. Six estimated motion (3 rotation and 3 translation)
parameters were obtained during this registration.
Deconvolution analysis
Each individual subject's blood-oxygenation-level-dependent
(BOLD) activations were analyzed using AFNI's 3dDeconvolve
(Cox, 1996; Ward, 2000a) general linear model. Motion parameters
obtained during volume registration were added to the baseline
model as additional regressors. We used a quadratic polynomial to
fit and remove the baseline. Hemodynamic responses were modeled
at four different lag times (1, 2, 3, and 4 TRs). 3dDeconvolve uses
multiple regression to estimate the goodness of fit between estimated system impulse response functions and the actual fMRI time
series data, for each voxel. Program 3dDeconvolve does not assume
a specific shape of the hemodynamic response function (HRF) (e.g.
a fixed waveform such as a square wave), but instead estimates the
shape of the waveform voxel by voxel, based on the data itself,
using a sum of scaled and time-delayed versions of the stimulus
time series to model the system response. Thus the shape and amplitude of the HRF was allowed to vary at each of the 4 lag points.
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Correlation coefficients and F-statistics were generated for the area
under the hemodynamic response function. Six general linear tests
were carried out: observed, imagined, and actual reaching each
versus baseline, as well as pairwise comparisons (reach versus
observe or imagine, observe versus imagine).
Group analysis
The group data were analyzed using cortical surface-based averaging algorithms in FreeSurfer (Fischl et al., 1999b). Each subject's
reconstructed cortical surface was sphered and morphed to an average spherical surface of 40 subjects using a best-fit sulcus alignment.
Individual functional activations and statistics could then be interpolated onto the average sphere and averaged across subjects.
Surface-based smoothing using 16 smoothing steps was
performed before resampling coefficients onto the average spherical
surface, which corresponds to a full-width, half-max (FWHM)
Gaussian filter of approximately 4.9 mm (Hagler et al., 2006). The
average activations and F-stats were then resampled back onto a
single subject's inflated cortical surface for display purposes using
FreeSurfer. Surface-based averaging across subjects has been
shown to yield a better alignment of activations across subjects,
leading to less blurring and less loss of signal compared to Talairach
methods (Fischl et al., 1999b).
F-statistics and regression coefficients (means) for the group
analysis were generated for each condition (observed, imagined,
and executed reaching, versus baseline) as well as for pairwise
comparisons (executed versus observed reaching, executed versus
imagined reaching, and observed versus imagined reaching) using
AFNI's mixed-effects, two-factor 3dANOVA2 with repeated measures (within-subject). Condition was treated as a fixed effect with
three levels while subject was a random effect.
Clustering
To correct for multiple comparisons, surface-based cluster-size
exclusion (Hagler et al., 2006) was used for surface-based groupaveraged data, with t-statistics thresholded at p b 0.05, p b 0.01,
p b 0.005, and p b 0.001, corresponding to cortical surface clusters
of 352, 148, 112, and 60 contiguous vertices, respectively. Clusters
with fewer contiguous vertices than the specified cluster sizes were
excluded. AFNI's AlphaSim (Ward, 2000b) was adapted to cortical
surface data to ensure that the corrected p-value for these thresholds
was 0.05 (Hagler et al., 2006).
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Results
All three conditions (executed, observed, and imagined reaching) activated a fronto-parietal network when compared to baseline
(Fig. 2, Tables 1–3). Fig. 2 shows average group activations displayed on an inflated cortical surface. The activations for all three
conditions overlapped in dorsal premotor cortex, as well as in
superior parietal cortex and in the intraparietal sulcus (see Figs. 4a
and b). Fig. 3 shows activations from 5 individual subjects who are
representative of the group of 15 subjects. Note that we are
following the terminology used in Duvernoy's (1999) human brain
atlas when using the term “dorsal premotor”, which is defined as
dorsal cortical areas anterior to the precentral gyrus, i.e. in this case
the superior frontal gyrus and sulcus.
Execution of reaching versus passive viewing of objects
Visually-guided reaching involves motor, visual, as well as
somatosensory components, and was therefore expected to activate
several brain areas subserving these functions. Indeed, activations
(p b 0.005, corrected) were observed in primary motor and somatosensory cortex, dorsal premotor cortex (superior frontal gyrus and
sulcus, extending onto the caudal aspect of the middle frontal
gyrus), the inferior frontal gyrus, the supplementary motor area
(medial aspect of the superior frontal gyrus), cingulate cortex, the
posterior end of the Sylvian fissure, as well as superior and inferior
parietal (supramarginal) cortex, the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), and
the precuneus. Visual areas including the cuneus, lingual gyrus,
superior occipital gyrus, middle occipital gyrus (MT+), the calcarine sulcus, and the posterior end of the superior temporal sulcus
(STS) were also activated (see Fig. 2 and Table 1). Most activations
were lateralized to or stronger in the left hemisphere, as expected for
normal right-handed subjects moving their right hand only. For
instance, primary sensorimotor and inferior frontal gyrus activation
was present only in the left hemisphere, and dorsal premotor and
superior parietal activations were much weaker in the right hemisphere compared to the left hemisphere. Interestingly, ventral premotor and inferior frontal gyrus activations, overlapping with
Broca's area, were weaker compared to the dorsal premotor
activations (superior frontal gyrus), consistent with the fact that our
task involved reaching and no grasping.
Observed reaching versus passive viewing of objects

ROI analysis
Regions of interest (ROIs) were selected according to the
following criteria: 1) activated voxels overlapped for observed,
imagined, and executed reaching (all three conditions); 2) the
overlapping activations had to survive a threshold of p b 0.001 in
each of the three conditions, relative to baseline; and 3) voxels were
in anatomical regions identified in the literature as being involved in
action production as well as observation, namely, premotor and
parietal cortices. Two regions emerged that fulfilled each of these
criteria: one in dorsal premotor cortex (superior frontal gyrus/sulcus) and one in posterior parietal cortex. The ROIs were saved as
surface patches in FreeSurfer, with MATLAB scripts extracting the
overlap between the three conditions. Each voxel's time series was
normalized by its mean intensity and then averaged together with all
voxels within each ROI using MATLAB. Each ROI's normalized
time series was then analyzed with AFNI's input -1D 3dDeconvolve option to extract percent signal change coefficients for each
condition.

Although observed reaching consisted of simply viewing video
clips of a reaching right hand, we expected to find activations not
just in visual areas, but also in visuo-motor areas. In particular, we
expected activations in premotor and parietal areas, in which mirror
neurons have previously been found for observation of hand
actions, as well as in areas that represent reaching. As expected,
observation of reaching activated the intraparietal sulcus, the
superior parietal lobule and precuneus, as well as dorsal premotor
cortex (superior frontal gyrus/sulcus) (p b 0.005, corrected; Fig. 2,
Table 2). In addition, observed reaching activated visual areas
(superior occipital gyrus, cuneus, middle occipital gyrus), and the
posterior end of the superior temporal sulcus. Activations were
again stronger in the left hemisphere, with dorsal premotor activations strongly left-lateralized. Notably, no activations were observed in the inferior frontal gyrus (even at p b 0.05, corrected),
which may be due to the fact that there were no interactions between
the observed hand and the objects in the videos. This is consistent
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Fig. 2. Group surface-averaged activations for executed, observed, and imagined reaching, versus baseline, from 15 subjects, interpolated onto a single subject's
inflated cortical hemispheres, viewed here from dorsal, posterior, lateral, and medial views. All activations displayed are significant at p b 0.005 (corrected). Note
the overlap in activations in superior parietal and dorsal premotor cortex (superior frontal gyrus and sulcus), for all three conditions, suggesting the presence of
mirror neurons in those areas.

with our hypothesis that ventral premotor/inferior frontal cortex is
activated primarily during observation of hand–object interactions
as well as hand configurations, rather than during observation of the
transport phase of the hand.

1989), the STS was not activated during imagined reaching, suggesting that this area may respond to visually perceived biological
motion, but not to imagined motion.
Overlap between executed, observed, and imagined reaching

Imagined reaching versus passive viewing of objects
Similar to observed reaching, imagined reaching activated the
superior parietal lobule and intraparietal sulcus, the precuneus, as
well as dorsal premotor cortex (superior frontal gyrus/sulcus) (see
Fig. 2, Table 3). In addition, the inferior parietal lobule (supramarginal gyrus), the posterior end of the Sylvian fissure, and supplementary motor cortex (SMA) were activated, as was the inferior
frontal gyrus (Broca's area). The activations (p b 0.005, corrected)
were left-lateralized with the exception of weak superior parietal,
supramarginal, and supplementary motor area activations in the
right hemisphere. The left-lateralization of imagined reaching
activations suggests that imagery of hand movements engages a
similar system as actual hand movements, which are also leftlateralized in the human brain. At a lower threshold (p = 0.05,
corrected), a small activation focus emerged within the left anterior
occipital sulcus, overlapping with the lateral occipital activations
for execution and observation of reaching. Other than this weak
anterior occipital sulcus activation at p = 0.05, no other occipital
areas were activated during imagined reaching. This suggests that
motor imagery is different from visual imagery, which activates
visual areas. Note that since our baseline involved passive viewing
of objects, any visual object-related activation unrelated to motor
imagery was subtracted out. Although it has been suggested that the
STS contains mirror neurons for hand movements (Perrett et al.,

All three conditions activated two main foci (Fig. 4, Table 4): a
frontal region in the left dorsal premotor cortex (superior frontal
gyrus and sulcus) and a parietal region in the left medial intraparietal sulcus and in the left superior parietal cortex (including the
superior parietal gyrus and transverse parietal sulcus). Activations
also overlapped in the right superior parietal cortex, although they
were much weaker and the overlapping focus was much smaller.
The superior parietal overlap in the left hemisphere extended
medially into the superior aspect of the precuneus, in an area located
anterior to the parieto-occipital sulcus and posterior to the cingulate
sulcus (see Fig. 4b). In addition, activations for executed and imagined reaching (but not for observed reaching) overlapped in the left
and right medial superior frontal gyrus (SMA), the left and right
inferior parietal lobule (supramarginal gyrus), the posterior end of
the Sylvian fissure, and the left inferior frontal gyrus. Consistent
with previous findings (Grèzes and Decety, 2001), executed reaching activations in the SMA extended more caudally than imagined
reaching SMA activations, although there was some overlap between the two. Conversely, activations for executed and observed
reaching (but not for imagined reaching) overlapped in the left
middle occipital gyrus and surrounding sulci (MT+). This suggests
that imagined reaching is more potent than observed reaching at
driving motor preparation areas such as supplementary motor cortex. In contrast, observation of reaching drives visual motion areas
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Table 1
Average MNI-space coordinates (in mm) for activations during execution of
reaching versus baseline

Table 3
Average MNI-space coordinates (in mm) for activations during imagery of
reaching versus baseline

Brain area

Brain area

Left
x

Lateral fissure,
posterior segment
Superior precentral
sulcus
Precentral gyrus
Postcentral gyrus
Central sulcus
Superior postcentral
sulcus
Inferior frontal gyrus,
pars opercularis
Superior frontal
gyrus/sulcus
Middle frontal gyrus
Superior temporal
sulcus
Intraparietal sulcus
Superior parietal gyrus
Supramarginal gyrus
Precuneus
Cingulate sulcus
Supplementary motor
area (SMA)
Superior occipital
gyrus
Middle occipital
gyrus/anterior
occipital sulcus
Lingual gyrus
Cuneus
Calcarine sulcus

Right
y

z

No. of x
subjects

− 45 −41 26 14

y

z

No. of
subjects

54 − 35 26 13

− 23 −14 59 14
− 33
− 37
− 31
− 30

−18
−30
−28
−37

70
69
52
54

− 52

12 15 13

− 21

− 2 63 14

− 31
3 64
− 48 −47 5
− 33
− 27
− 57
−4
−10
−5

−46
−55
−38
−60
0
−5

46
65
46
57
41
59

37 − 11 64 13
34 − 38 69 7

14
14
14
14

29 − 40 53 11

6
9
14
14
14
11
13
14

− 52
− 59
− 31
− 64

26
20
60
7
7

− 14 −88 32 14
− 45 −72

− 5 67 12

23

49
65
42
58

12
14
14
12

2 56 14

15 − 90 32 14

8 14

− 3 −74 − 1 14
− 2 −88 9 14
−11 −81 4 13

6 − 76 − 3 13
5 − 86 17 13
13 − 79 7 13

One subject's MNI coordinates were anomalous (N30 mm different) and
were thus excluded from the average of all MNI coordinates. All activations
were at p b 0.005 (corrected).

Table 2
Average MNI-space coordinates (in mm) for activations during observed
reaching versus baseline
Brain area

Left
x

Superior occipital
gyrus
Intraparietal sulcus
Superior parietal
gyrus (P1)
Superior frontal
gyrus/sulcus
Middle occipital
gyrus/sulcus
Superior temporal
sulcus, caudal
Precuneus
Cuneus

Right
y

z

No. of
x
subjects

y

z

No. of
subjects

− 14 −92 26 13

20 −91 26 14

− 29 −52 47 13
− 29 −57 64 14

28 −52 49 13
21 −62 66 13

− 23

− 6 60 14

− 45 −76

3

14

48 −72

4

14

− 45 −58 12

8

51 −50

11

10

−65 52

11

−6
−1

−62 52 11
−89 10 12

All activations were at p b 0.005 (corrected).

7

Left
x

Superior parietal
gyrus (P1)
Intraparietal sulcus
Superior postcentral
sulcus
Precuneus
Inferior parietal lobule:
supramarginal gyrus
Lateral fissure,
posterior segment
Superior frontal gyrus/
sulcus
Superior precentral
sulcus
Inferior frontal gyrus,
pars opercularis
Supplementary Motor
Area (SMA)

Right
y

z

No. of x
subjects

− 22 −65 62 14

y

z

No. of
subjects

19 − 66 61 13

− 29 −51 45 14
− 28 −40 55 10
− 6 −63 57 12
− 59 −37 41 12

59 − 36 43 10

− 48 −44 26 13
− 22

−3 61 14

− 26 −12 55 14
− 50

16 15 11

−5

−1 59 14

8

6 59 14

All activations were at p b 0.005 (corrected).

(MT+) more strongly than imagined reaching. In addition to MT+,
the activation in the middle occipital gyrus and surrounding sulci
may include the extrastriate body area, which has been shown to
respond to limb movements in the absence of visual input as well as
to images of body parts (Astafiev et al., 2004). Astafiev et al. also
found that imagery of pointing movements activates the extrastriate
body area, although more weakly than actual movement. Our
weaker activation (p = 0.05, corrected) for imagined reaching in
lateral occipital cortex is consistent with Astafiev et al.'s findings.
We calculated the percent signal change for voxels (p b 0.001)
within the two regions of interest (ROIs) defined by overlapping
activations in dorsal premotor and parietal cortex shown in Figs. 4a
and b. Fig. 5 shows the percent signal change and time course of
activation for executed, imagined, and observed, reaching. A oneway ANOVA revealed significant differences between percent
signal change means for executed, observed, and imagined reaching
(p = 0.002) in the parietal ROI. To identify which conditions were
different from each other on a pairwise basis, both two-tailed paired
t-tests, and bootstrap resampling were used. In the parietal ROI,
Reach was greater than Observe (t(14) = 3.25, p = 0.0059; bootstrap
p = 0.0001), and Reach was greater than Imagine (t(14) = 3.94,
p = 0.0015; bootstrap p b 0.0001). Observe and Imagine were not
noticeably different from each other (t(14) = 0.07, n.s.; bootstrap n.s.).
In the premotor ROI, the trend was also for Reach to be greater
than Observe (t(14) = 2.58, p = 0.0217; bootstrap p = 0.0041), and
for Reach to be greater than Imagine (t(14) = 2.16, p = 0.0490;
bootstrap p = 0.0170). As in the parietal ROI, Observe and Imagine
were not significantly different (t(14) = 1.77, n.s.; bootstrap n.s.).
Both the t-test and bootstrap p values suggest that in the premotor
ROI, the differences between Reach and the other conditions were
less strong than in the parietal ROI.
It is possible that execution of reaching drives mirror neuron
areas more strongly than observation and imagery of reaching, or
that other neurons, in addition to mirror neurons, are active during
movement execution but not during observation and imagery.
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Although fMRI cannot distinguish between these two possibilities,
the fact that single unit recordings in macaques have found bimodal
neurons with both visual and motor properties in premotor and
parietal areas suggests that similar bimodal neurons may be involved in humans too, rather than separate populations of neurons.
Execution versus observation of reaching
Compared to observed reaching, executed reaching (Fig. 6) activated primary motor and somatosensory cortices, superior parietal
cortex, the medial IPS, parts of dorsal premotor cortex (superior
frontal gyrus/sulcus), the supplementary motor area, inferior parietal cortex (supramarginal gyrus), inferior frontal gyrus, the cingulate
sulcus, cuneus, and lingual gyrus more strongly (p b 0.005, corrected). These differences were left-dominant. Conversely, compared to execution of reaching, observation of reaching activated
the precuneus, the caudal intraparietal sulcus, the superior occipital
gyrus, and the angular gyrus more strongly in both hemispheres
(p b 0.005, corrected). Note that neither reaching versus baseline nor
observed reaching compared to baseline activated the angular gyrus
significantly. Hence the decreased activation in this part of the
inferior parietal lobule obtained in the reaching versus observed
reaching contrast may be due to a decrease of activation in that
region during reaching versus baseline, rather than greater activation for observed reaching compared to executed reaching.
Execution versus imagery of reaching
Compared to imagined reaching, executed reaching activated
primary motor and somatosensory cortices as well as the superior
parietal lobule and the medial IPS more strongly (p b 0.005,
corrected) (Fig. 6). In addition, the supramarginal gyrus, the middle
occipital gyrus (MT+), a small part of dorsal premotor cortex
(superior frontal gyrus), the cuneus, and the lingual gyrus were also
activated more strongly during executed reaching than imagined
reaching. Conversely, imagined reaching activated the caudal intraparietal sulcus, the angular gyrus bilaterally, and the precuneus
more strongly than actual reaching. As in the executed reaching
versus observed reaching contrast, the angular gyrus was not
actually significantly activated during imagined reaching compared
to baseline. Instead, it is possible that during actual reaching, activations in the angular gyrus decreased relative to baseline.
Observed versus imagined reaching
The only difference in activation between observed and imagined reaching was in the superior occipital gyrus and in the middle
occipital gyrus (MT+), with greater activations for observed reaching (p b 0.005, corrected) (Fig. 6). This was expected, as there was
visual movement during observation of reaching due to the moving
hand, whereas there was no visual movement during imagined
reaching. This difference was bilateral.
Discussion
Fig. 3. BOLD activations for executed, observed, and imagined reaching,
versus baseline, from five representative subjects. Activations are displayed
on the left inflated hemisphere of each subject. Each subject's activations are
significant at p b 0.0001. Note that, despite inter-subject variability, each
subject shows overlap in activations between all three conditions in dorsal
premotor and superior parietal cortex. IPS = intraparietal sulcus.

We used fMRI to compare human cortical activations for executed, observed, and imagined reaching with the goal of identifying
a mirror neuron system that represents reaching and reachingrelated behaviors. Our results suggest that such a mirror neuron
system exists, and that it bears both differences and similarities to
the mirror neuron system underlying grasping movements and ob-
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Fig. 4. Outline of overlap between executed, observed, and imagined reaching in left dorsal premotor (superior frontal sulcus and gyrus) and left posterior parietal
areas, on group surface-averaged activations from 15 subjects, displayed on one subject's inflated hemisphere. The overlaps in premotor and parietal regions
served as regions of interest in the percent signal change analysis. (a) Dorsal view of left hemisphere. (b) Medial view of left hemisphere. Executed, observed, and
imagined reaching all activated a medial parietal area located in-between the parieto-occipital sulcus and the posterior end of the cingulate sulcus, outlined in light
blue. Sup. frontal gyr. = superior frontal gyrus; POS = parieto-occipital sulcus; calcarine = calcarine sulcus; cingulate sulc. = cingulate sulcus.

ject manipulation. Specifically, mirror neurons for execution, imagery, and observation of reaching are found in dorsal premotor
(superior frontal gyrus/sulcus) and superior parietal/intraparietal as
well as in more medial parietal cortical areas. Observation of
reaching without grasping does not activate Broca's area or the
inferior parietal lobule (i.e. areas below the IPS, such as the supramarginal gyrus), although both executed and imagined reaching do
(to a lesser extent compared to more dorsal areas). The dorsal premotor and posterior parietal activations we report here for executed
Table 4
Average MNI-space coordinates for overlaps between executed, observed,
and imagined reaching activations (left hemisphere)
Brain area

x

y

z

No. of
subjects

Superior frontal sulcus/gyrus
Superior parietal gyrus (P1)
Intraparietal sulcus (IPS)

− 22
− 24
− 30

−2
−61
−49

62
60
48

14
14
13

reaching are consistent with previous studies of execution of reaching-to-point or reaching-to-grasp movements as well as of pointing
movements (Culham et al., 2006; Culham et al., in press; Medendorp et al., 2005; Frey et al., 2005; Grafton et al., 1996b; Astafiev
et al., 2003, Prado et al., 2005).
The dorsal premotor and superior parietal/intraparietal overlap
between activations for execution, observation, and imagery of
reaching reported here is consistent with a fronto-parietal mirror
neuron system for hand actions. Specifically, our results extend
previous mirror neuron findings to visually-guided reaching movements in which an object is not grasped, touched, or manipulated.
Although grasping activations and reaching activations do overlap,
it appears that during reaching, as well as during imagined and
observed reaching movements, premotor and parietal activations
are more dorsal/superior and more medial, consistent with macaque
data on fronto-parietal networks for reaching (Matelli and Luppino,
2001).
In the macaque brain, areas F2 and F7 form the dorsal premotor
cortex (PMd). Area F2 is located anterior to primary motor cortex
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Fig. 5. Time course and percent signal change for parietal and premotor regions of interest (ROIs). (a) Parietal time course of BOLD signal change during
executed, observed, and imagined reaching, versus baseline, averaged over 15 subjects. (b) Average parietal percent signal change magnitude for reaching,
observed reaching, and imagined reaching, over 15 subjects. Error bars represent standard error of the mean (*p b 0.05). (c) Average premotor BOLD time course,
as in (a), over 15 subjects. (d) Average premotor percent signal change magnitude over 15 subjects, for executed, observed, and imagined reaching, as in (b).
Reaching activations were stronger than observed and imagined reaching activations in both parietal and premotor ROIs.

and contains an arm representation. Within area F2, F2vr contains
visually-responsive neurons and is a major target of parietal areas
MIP and V6a, both of which contain reach-related bimodal (visual
and motor) neurons. The MIP/V6a–F2vr circuit thus represents
visually-guided reaching, in particular the transport phase of the
hand towards the target (Matelli and Luppino, 2001). By contrast,
grasping is represented by connections between the anterior intraparietal area (AIP, an area lateral and rostral in the intraparietal
sulcus) and ventral premotor areas F4 and F5 in the macaque. This
circuit is more lateral than the reaching circuit. A similar functional
specialization of parieto-frontal circuits has recently been found in
humans too (see Culham and Kanwisher, 2001; Culham et al.,
2006; Culham and Valyear, 2006). Our fMRI results reported here
are consistent with macaque fronto-parietal circuits for reaching, as
well as with recent human neuroimaging studies on reaching and
pointing. We suggest that the dorsal premotor activations obtained
during executed, observed, and imagined reaching in the present
study are the human homologue of macaque F2vr, and that the
parietal activations we see in these three conditions include the
human homologue of MIP and V6a.
Our results are consistent with a “direct-matching hypothesis”
which states that actions are recognized during action observation
by activating one's own motor representation of those actions
(Buccino et al., 2004a). Our findings extend this matching system to
imagery of action, and demonstrate that the matching system involved depends on the particular hand action, in our case, reaching.
Although there is an overlap between motor substrates for grasping

and reaching, there are also differences between their respective
neural representations. The results presented here suggest that the
main difference is in dorsal premotor and superior as well as more
medial parietal activations, with greater emphasis on more medial/
superior areas for reach-related tasks than for object manipulationrelated tasks that do not involve a hand transport phase.
Superior versus inferior frontal gyrus activation during observed
reaching
Whereas inferior frontal gyrus activation was present during
executed and imagined reaching compared to baseline, observation
of reaching versus baseline did not activate the inferior frontal
gyrus, but instead only the superior frontal gyrus/sulcus. It is
possible that during executed and imagined reaching, subjects may
have had the intention to grasp the objects towards which they were
reaching or imagining reaching. In fact, a few subjects reported
reaching with the intention to grasp (although the object images
were 2-dimensional). By contrast, during observation of reaching
such an intention was not as obvious because the videotaped hand
always stopped before getting to the point of grasping; i.e. only the
transport phase was perceived. Hence in executed and imagined
reaching, inferior frontal activation (Broca's area) was present,
whereas observation of just the transport phase of the hand during
observed reaching failed to activate the inferior frontal gyrus. This
lack of inferior frontal gyrus activation is consistent with JohnsonFrey et al. (2003), who found that observation of grasping an object,
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Fig. 6. Comparisons between executed and observed reaching, executed and imagined reaching, and observed versus imagined reaching. Activations are group
surface-averages from 15 subjects displayed on a single subject's inflated left and right hemispheres, p b 0.005 (corrected). Red to bright yellow codes for greater
activation for the condition subtracted from. Blue activations represent greater activation for the subtracted condition. Note the lack of difference in premotor and
parietal cortex for the observed versus imagined reaching comparison, suggesting that parietal and premotor mirror neurons participate equally in observation and
imagery of reaching. IPS = intraparietal sulcus; calcarine = calcarine sulcus; sup. frontal sulcus = superior frontal sulcus; POS = parieto-occipital sulcus;
STS = superior temporal sulcus.

but not observation of touching the object with the side of the palm
(i.e. not with the fingers) activates the inferior frontal gyrus. In all
three tasks in our study, the main component was reaching, rather
than a putative intention to grasp—hence the strong dorsal premotor activations obtained here. Even if subjects may have imagined grasping at the end of the executed and imagined reach, the
small extent of Broca's area activation for executed and imagined
reaching compared to the more dorsal premotor activations suggests
such an effect was small. The dorsal premotor activations reported
here are consistent with activations reported by Culham et al. (2003)
for visually-guided reaching as well as reaching-to-grasp, and with
dorsal premotor activations for pointing (Medendorp et al., 2005;
Astafiev et al., 2003, Hagler et al., 2007).
Our results suggest that in general, ventral premotor areas
(including inferior frontal gyrus, middle frontal gyrus) are activated
primarily during observation of complex hand movements that involve either pantomimed preshaping of the hand or other local
interactions with an object (Grafton et al., 1996a; Buccino et al.,
2001, 2004b). If the task is just to observe a hand moving from one
location to another as in reaching, more superior or dorsal premotor
areas are also activated, such as the superior frontal gyrus, which we
see activated in our task.

Superior versus inferior parietal activations
Likewise, in parietal cortex, observation of hand–object interactions activates more inferior parietal areas, such as the parietal
operculum, whereas observation of reaching without grasping activates superior parietal areas, such as the superior parietal gyrus (P1)
within the superior parietal lobule, in addition to the IPS. Although
executed reaching activated area AIP in our study (defined as the
junction between the intraparietal sulcus and the postcentral sulcus,
see Culham et al., 2006; Frey et al., 2005), our activations also
extended more medially into the superior aspect of the precuneus
compared to grasping-related activations reported by most studies
(Grèzes et al., 2003; Rizzolatti et al., 1996b) or activations for local
finger actions such as playing the guitar or imitating finger lifting
(Buccino et al., 2004b; Iacoboni et al., 1999). This pattern was true
for observation of reaching and imagery of reaching as well, suggesting a more dorsal and medial mirror neuron system for reaching-related tasks than for object manipulation tasks. An interesting
exception is found by Binkofski et al. (1999), who did find superior
parietal activations during complex object manipulation in the dark,
in addition to inferior frontal and inferior parietal activations (including AIP). However, the activations depended on the exploration
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conditions. When complex objects that were not easily recognized
were explored, both left and right superior parietal lobules were
activated compared to rest. When more easily recognizable objects
were explored, where naming of the objects was possible, the left
superior parietal lobule was not activated, whereas the right superior
parietal lobule was. Binkofski et al. suggest that the superior parietal
lobule is involved in proprioception and that there is a hand/finger
representation in the superior parietal lobule. The fact that easily
recognizable object manipulation did not activate the left superior
parietal lobule suggests that exploration of objects with more
complex spatial characteristics will activate this region. This spatial
aspect may be important during reaching too, e.g. during the
visuomotor guidance of the arm to the appropriate location. It is
possible that the superior parietal lobule is involved in multiple
motor representations, and not exclusively in reaching. Note that as
Binkofski et al. (1999) only investigated the execution aspect of
complex object manipulation, it is not known if observation of the
same movements would also have activated superior parietal areas.
The important finding in our paper, however, is that mirror neurons
for executed, observed, and imagined reaching are located in
superior and medial parietal areas, which is consistent with parietofrontal circuits for reaching in both macaques and humans. The
overlap between all three conditions was not found in Broca's area,
where mirror neurons for object manipulation are found.
While observed and imagined reaching per se have not been
studied previously, the superior and medial parietal activations
obtained here for execution of reaching are consistent with previous
neuroimaging studies of execution tasks similar to reaching.
Connolly et al. (2003) and Astafiev et al. (2003) propose that the
human equivalent of MIP and V6A, also called the parietal reach
region (PRR), is located medial to the IPS and on the medial wall of
the parietal lobe (precuneus), based on pointing-related fMRI
activations in the human brain. The precuneus and medial IPS/
superior parietal activations reported here are consistent with their
proposed location. Similar parietal activations were also found by
Medendorp et al. (2005), Desmurget et al. (2001), Hagler et al.
(2007), Culham et al. (in press) and Prado et al. (2005). Culham et
al. (in press) suggest that the superior parieto-occipital cortex,
broadly consistent with our activations in-between the parietooccipital sulcus (POS) and the posterior end of the cingulate sulcus
(Fig. 4b), may be especially important for the transport phase of the
reaching movement. In our study, all three conditions activated
areas immediately anterior to the POS, whereas executed and
observed, but not imagined reaching, activated presumably more
visual areas posterior to the POS. The activation anterior to the POS
is consistent with the proposal that the human homologue of
macaque V6A is anterior to the POS (Culham et al., in press), which
overlaps with what Connolly et al. (2003) call the parietal reach
region (PRR). If Culham et al.'s interpretation of this area is correct,
our results suggest that this area contains mirror neurons for the
executed, observed, and imagined transport phase of reaching. Fig.
6 shows that this area was equally activated during observed and
imagined reaching, and that executed reaching activated more
superior aspects of this area more strongly than either observed or
imagined reaching.
Prado et al. (2005) argue for a dissociation between brain
circuits involved in reaching toward central versus peripheral
visual targets. Whereas in their study the medial IPS was active in
both, activation centered on the parieto-occipital junction (POJ) on
the medial wall was present only during reaching to peripheral
targets. Our activations for reaching are in agreement with Prado et

al.'s (2005) activations for reaching to peripheral targets. In our
study, targets were presented in the periphery, and no saccade was
executed towards targets prior to executed, observed or imagined
reaching. All three conditions activated an area located in-between
the POS and the posterior end of the cingulate sulcus, with
reaching and observed reaching extending posterior to the POS as
well (see Fig. 4b). While we did not compare reaching towards
central and peripheral targets, we can conclude that there are mirror
neurons for observed, imagined, and executed reaching to
peripheral targets around and slightly anterior to the parietooccipital junction, consistent with Prado et al.'s (2005) results for
reaching to peripheral targets.
Dorsal premotor cortex and eye movements
Although we monitored subjects' eye movements outside the
scanner and confirmed that they maintained fixation, it could be
argued that some of the premotor activations reported here may in
fact be eye movement-related activations rather than mirror neuron
activations for reaching. Several aspects of our results speak against
this argument. Firstly, superior frontal gyrus/sulcus activation was
absent or very weak in the right hemisphere during observed and
imagined reaching (Fig. 2). If indeed subjects had moved their eyes
substantially during all three tasks, one would expect bilateral and
more symmetric activations in dorsal premotor cortex, which we did
not find. Secondly, the proposed location of the frontal eye fields
(FEF) in humans is at the junction of the precentral and superior
frontal sulci (Koyama et al., 2004; Culham et al., 1998), whereas
our dorsal premotor focus of activation for observed and imagined
reaching was anterior to this junction (see Figs. 2 and 4). The dorsal
premotor activation reported here was located partly on the superior
frontal gyrus and inside the superior frontal sulcus anterior to the
precentral sulcus. According to Blanke et al. (2000), putative
human FEF even overlaps with the precentral gyrus, which is well
posterior to the proposed mirror neuron activation reported here.
Both Koyama et al. and Culham et al. report a second area related to
eye movements in the inferior precentral sulcus. In our study,
observation of reaching elicited no such inferior precentral sulcus
activations, whereas imagined reaching yielded a very small activation in the inferior precentral sulcus (Fig. 2). These findings
suggest that the overlap in activations for observed, imagined, and
executed reaching reported here is not likely due to eye movements
during each of these tasks, even if some eye movement may have
occurred. Culham et al. (2003) obtained activations in the FEF
during visually-guided reaching and grasping, which they suggested may be due to a subpopulation of neurons in FEF that is
activated during arm movements. This would support our hypothesis that part of dorsal premotor cortex in humans represents arm
movements. It is possible that some of the dorsal premotor activations reported here partially overlap with such a population of
FEF neurons, although as stated above our activations are mainly
anterior to the FEF. A similar anterior focus was also obtained by
Astafiev et al. (2003) for pointing, consistent with our results.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the existence of a frontoparietal mirror neuron system for executed, observed, and imagined
reaching. Whereas grasping has been studied before, very few fMRI
studies have investigated reach-related mirror neuron activations,
perhaps due to the difficulty with larger hand movements that
involve a transport phase. Our results suggest that reach-related
mirror neuron activations are present in the superior frontal gyrus
and sulcus, as well as in intraparietal and superior/medial parietal
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areas. Reaching drives both areas more than observation and
imagery of reaching, whereas activations for observation and imagery of reaching in these two regions are equally strong. The present
results help shed light on the complex mosaic of visuo-motor representations in the human brain, and extend previous studies of
mirror neuron activations in humans to reaching.
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